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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to determine whether Development Permit Systems            

passively achieve policy-related intensification objectives in addition to explicit         

provisions. The methodology includes a brief history and review of applicable laws to             

explain how Development Permit Systems were created in Ontario. An overview of            

the Town of Gananoque policy documents is discussed and compared to Growth            

Plan intensification objectives. Development Permit System benefits and        

disadvantages are compared to Growth Plan intensification policies and Gananoque          

Official Plan residential policies to determine whether Development Permit Systems          

inherently achieve Growth Plan objectives. The key finding is that Development           

Permit Systems somewhat inherently achieve residential intensification policies,        

depending on whether the intensification provisions are included within the DPS to            

begin with and whether there are intensification policies included in the associated            

Official Plan policies.  

Key Words: Urban Planning, Development Permit Systems, Urban Density, Town          

Planning,  Intensification, Growth Plan, Town of Gananoque, Official Plan 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Currently in the Province of Ontario, Development Permit Systems (DPS) are           

being touted as effective and useful ways of meeting intensification objectives, by            

giving municipalities a relatively new tool that allows for flexibility and built-in            

provisions that make achieving intensification easier. However, there is not much           1

literature that explains what inherent benefits the function of DPS really provide, and             2

in what circumstances they are best used. Instead, DPS generally “...[empower]           

municipalities to achieve their local land use policy goals and key provincial policy             

objectives. Municipalities can use the DPS to build communities that are sustainable            

and desirable, and create places where people will want to live, work, play and              

invest” (MMAH, 2008). Further, there is no literature on whether DPS are best             

applied to intensification areas that are indicated by Ontario Growth Plan Policies.            

Some planning materials note other benefits of the DPS, like its ability to speed up               

and simplify the development approvals process and facilitate responsible         

development. As of March 2017, Brampton is the only Growth Plan-area           3

municipality that has implemented DPS. It does not include any intensification           

targets, and contains some direction on where intensification should be situated.           4

There is literature that supports the DPS as a tool that provides a plethora of benefits                

for intensifying areas, but at this point in time it is unclear as to whether the DPS                 

achieves benefits that other types of land use provisions and performance standards            

are able to.  

1  MMAH, 2008; Cool Communities Group, 2012 
2  Nethery, 2011 
3  Pembina Institute, 2015; Nethery, 2011; MMAH 2008 
4  City of Brampton, 2013 
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If the function of DPS do not achieve policy objectives better than other             

means, then why is that important? Again, DPS are specifically touted as a tool to               

achieve certain benefits, but if the relationship between the functional benefits of            

DPS and planning policies do not inherently exist, then we need to determine if and               

when DPS are better than other zoning-type schemes. If DPS are going to be used               

as a way to achieve intensification targets in intensification areas, but they do not              

provide any such benefit, then we also need to determine if there are any better               

zoning-type alternatives to achieving intensification targets. Also, if this is the case,            

then this should attract more municipalities to adopt DPS if and when they identify              

issues that the benefits of a DPS can correct. The purpose of this report is to                

determine if DPS provide inherent functional benefits to intensification policies,          

beyond the provisions that are contained within them that conform to higher-order            

policies. If not, and if DPS are neutral toward intensification policies, then            

municipalities may either need to determine if other zoning-type schemes are           

better-suited to achieve intensification policies, or they might need to consider how to             

ensure  that intensification policies  are properly  accounted for in DPS provisions.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Applicable Law and Policy Review 
This report will begin with a review of the laws that enable Ontario             

municipalities to establish Development Permit Systems. This will include the          

Commission on Development Reform in Ontario, Bill 163, Discussion Paper, 1998,           

Regulation 246/01, and Regulation 608/06. This legal framework will be considered           

as to how it affects Official Plans and Zoning By-laws in Ontario. 

2.2 Policy Comparison and Analysis 
A policy analysis of the Town of Gananoque Official Plan, the Town of             

Gananoque Community Improvement Plan, and the Gananoque Development        

Permit By-law will be done to consider how the Gananoque DPS implements Official             

Plan and Community Improvement Plan policies. The policies of Growth Plan will be             

briefly explained in order to create the comparison between intensification Growth           

Plan policies and Gananoque Official Plan policies. The point of comparing Growth            

Plan intensification policies to Gananoque Official Plan policies is to show how            

Gananoque approaches intensification very generally and minimally, while the         

Growth Plan sets specific intensification  targets based on population forecasts.  

2.3 Literature Review 
A review of policies of the Growth Plan intensification objectives will be drawn             

against the Gananoque Official Plan intensification policies, and both of those sets of             

objectives will be compared against the standard of benefits and difficulties of            

Development Permit Systems. The benefits and difficulties of Development Permit          
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Systems will be conducted from a summarized literature review. The main question            

that will be addressed at this point will be, what functional DPS benefits apply to               

either Growth Plan objectives or Gananoque Official Plan objectives more? The final            

part of this report will consist of an analysis that will attempt to interpret the findings                

of how DPS functionally achieve residential growth and intensification policies          

between Growth Plan policies  and Gananoque  Official Plan policies.  
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3. THE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT SYSTEM 

3.1 The Development Permit System in Ontario 
Currently in Ontario, Development Permit Systems (DPS) are land use          

planning and urban design tools that municipalities may use in order to make the              

development process easier and more streamlined for all involved stakeholders, and           

allow them to reach the city and community building goals that they outline in their               

Official Plans. In tandem with achieving city building goals, DPS also allow for             5

municipalities to achieve the environmental protection goals in their Official Plans. In            

addition to the Official Plan, Secondary Plans, and Zoning By-laws, the DPS allows             

municipalities to determine what kind of development is most appropriate for a            

particular area that would be included within a community in which the respective             

DPS applies to. For example, a DPS may define a community in which it applies to,                6

and then may set out certain development performance standards and criteria that            

also conform to any urban design framework included in that same DPS. Therefore,             

a DPS is a kind of mixture of a Zoning By-law, Secondary Plan, and Urban Design                

Guideline. DPS provide benefits to developing communities beyond what is          

achievable by the processes of Official Plans, Secondary Plans, and Zoning By-laws            

alone.  

According to the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing (MMAH)           

Development Permit System: A Handbook for Municipal Implementation, DPS may          

be better-suited to a specific community in some instances where there is            

uncertainty of the development trends, even when there are development          

5  MMAH, 2015 
6MMAH, 2008 
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requirements set out in a municipality’s Official Plan policies and Zoning By-law.¹⁰            

DPS are regulated by municipal development permit by-laws, and identify “the           

requirements for development up-front … [and] maintains a similar level of certainty            

for landowners as exists with zoning in key areas such as permitted uses,             

development standards, and appeal rights on development permit applications”         

(MMAH, 2008). While this broad description of DPS seems identical to planning tools             

that are already available to municipalities, they also offer further efficiencies in the             

development approval process by providing one single approval to be made when            

otherwise multiple approvals would be necessary; quicker review timelines by          

municipal staff; limitations on appeal rights for certain stakeholders to safeguard           

against risk of extending approval timelines; and the ability to delegate development            

permits to certain municipal staff or council . Ultimately, the main advantage that            7

DPSs have over other typical development approval tools is that they quicken the             

approval process while ensuring that identified community development goals are          

met, and still uphold  municipalities’ authority as other approvals  would.  

DPS also allow for municipalities to incorporate better community inputs in a            

more organized and transparent manner than other development approval         

processes typically do. According to the MMAH, when a DPS area is established,             

communities are asked for their input on appropriate land uses and design            

requirements through visioning exercises for that respective area (See Appendix C           8

or graphic below, for process of approving  DPS and including  community input).  

7  MMAH, 2008 
8  MMAH, 2008 
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Figure 1: Development Permit Bylaw Process (MMAH, 2008) 

Then, when a DPS is implemented into an area that takes account of the input 

submitted by community members, any applications that are approved by the 
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respective DPS must conform to that initial input that was incorporated into the             

creation of the DPS. This ensures that community preferences are realized while            

simultaneously expediting the process that would otherwise take longer through          

different approval processes. The DPS trades in the piecemeal input from           

community members that would otherwise be taken into account through other           

approval processes in order to ensure that the community as a whole commits to              

one, unified vision . Then, when DPS applications are approved, it implicitly means            9

that the agreed-upon community vision is being  realized.  

3.2 The Commission on Development Reform in Ontario 
The Commission on Planning and Development Reform in Ontario, or the           

Sewell Commission, was released in 1993 to the Minister of Municipal Affairs. It             

advocates for changes made to the Ontario Planning Act that are involved with the              

connection between land use and efficient and sustainable ways to develop land            

while  maintaining environmental integrity.  Its purpose is to,  10

“...restore confidence in the integrity of the       
planning process, protect public interests, better      
define roles and relationships, focus more closely       
on protecting the natural environment, and make       
the planning process more timely and efficient.”       
(Commission on Planning and Development Reform      
in Ontario, 1993) 

Specifically, it offers recommendations on how municipalities may encourage more          

and better public involvement through the planning process and development          

approval processes, how disputes and appeals may be settled before necessitating           

they be forwarded to the Ontario Municipal Board, and how planning systems may             

9  MMAH,2008 
10  Commission on Planning and Development Reform in Ontario, 1993 
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be streamlined for better efficiency and timeliness. All of these recommendations           

submitted by the Sewell Commission concentrate on meeting defined public          

objectives, and within these recommendations it puts forth the idea of DPSs. The             

report refers to DPSs as development permits, and explains that such a system             

would save considerable time when former processes that would otherwise would be            

used would take longer, and public interests would still be met with the same due               

attention.  

The Sewell Commission lists some conditions that would result in the           

successful implementation of a DPS in a municipality, and it generally concludes that             

council would ultimately decide on general area policies and design guidelines, and            

staff would focus on the details of specific applications to ensure that they meet              

those policies. It also recommends that a committee be established for DPS            

application decisions to determine if proposals met the requirements set out in the             

policies, and this committee should represent different community stakeholders and          

interests.  

3.3 Bill 163 
The Province of Ontario responded to the Sewell Commission in 1994 by            

implementing some of the recommendations on DPS made with the addition of            

Section 70.2 of the Ontario Planning Act (RSO 1990). Bill 163 permitted            

municipalities to establish DPSs through local by-laws, and to delegate powers to            

municipalities  to establish  a DPS as set out by the regulation.   11

Some transcripts on discussions of the introduction of Bill 163 from the            

Standing Committee on Administration of Justice show that there were numerous           

11  Ontario, 1994 
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concerns with DPSs, but ultimately the committee fully supported the establishment           

of it. Some of the concerns that were brought up regarded delegated authority of              12

subdivisions, the volume of appeals to DPS regulations that could potentially           

bombard councils; and proper control of uses and protection of environmental lands.            

The committee also fully supported the alternative dispute resolution process that the            

Sewell Commission proposed, as it would better incorporate public participation but           

may limit the goal of time efficiency. Many members of the committee also             

determined that there would be unforeseen or unaccounted for consequences of the            

proposal, and that the reform was being  decided upon too quickly. 

3.4 Discussion Paper, 1998 
The next advancement in the passing of Section 70.2 was the release of a              

discussion paper by the MMAH in 1998, entitled Proposed Regulation to Establish a             

Development Permit System. This discussion paper explains how the process of           13

public input and consultation would be shifted to the beginning stages of            

implementing a DPS, instead of how public input is traditionally sought on the basis              

of individual proposals. Five specific issues under this general concern are raised by             

the discussion paper, and they all deal with the uncertainty of the flexibility that is               

actually  included  within  a DPS: 

1. Permitted uses: right balance between certainty and        
flexibility;  
2. Role of Committee of Adjustment;  
3. Scope of authority to impose conditions;  
4. Transition; and, 5. Opportunities for public input        
(MMAH, 1998). 

12  Legislative Assembly of Ontario, 1994 
13  MMAH, 1998 
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While the Province of Ontario intended DPS to be a streamlined hybrid of “existing              

zoning, site plan approval, and minor variance processes into a seamless           

procedure,” (Legislative Assembly of Ontario, 1994) the discussion paper explored          

how a DPS would be potentially implemented in a municipality with its limits on what               

it could achieve.  

3.5 Regulation 246/01 
After further studies and discussions on the topic of DPS in Ontario, the             

Province filed Regulation 246/01 in June 2001, which gave municipalities the           

authority to develop DPS bylaws and how they may implement DPS through its area,              

delegations  of authority, objectives,  conditions,  and criteria of development.   14

Regulation 246/01 grants authorization only to the areas it sets out in its             

Schedule 1, which includes parts of Hamilton, Oakville, Lake of Bays, Toronto, and             

the Regional Municipality of Waterloo. The regulatory powers that these areas are            

granted are matters of adoption, powers and limitations, bylaw provisions,          

administration, appeal conditions, and how the Ontario Municipal Board will be           

involved in appeal  processes.  

Some of the ways that Regulation 246/01 specifically allows municipalities to           

use DPS are as follows:  15

a) allows and limits specific conditions of      
approval, depending on policies in the municipal       
official plan and the conditions in the respective        
development permit by-law  
b) allows municipalities to require specific     
information to be submitted as part of DPS        
applications when specified in municipal Official      
Plans 

14  Development Permits, O Reg 246/01 
15  Ontario's Regulatory Registry, 2006 
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c) enables municipalities to exempt classes of      
development or uses of land from the information        
requirements that must be provided with a       
development permit application.  
d) enables municipalities to regulate the     
external design details of buildings subject to       
policies being articulated in the municipal official       
plan and the conditions being specified in the        
development permit by-law. 
e) enables municipalities to delegate authority     
to approve or refuse a development permit       
application to a committee established by council,       
as well as to a municipal employee, subject to that          
delegation being articulated in the municipal official       
plan and development permit by-law. 
f) clarifies that existing site plan agreements      
continue to apply and that any amendments to        
these agreements would be by way of a new         
agreement  under the DPS.  

(Ontario's Regulatory Registry, 2006) 
 

3.6 Regulation 608/06 
In 2007, Regulation 246/01 was revoked and Regulation 608/06 came into           

force and effect. This newer Regulation includes much of the same policies that were              

initially brought forth by Regulation 246/01, and applies the DPS to the entire             

province.  It also:  

a) expands the scope of conditions that municipalities may impose as          
part of DPS applications 

b) Allows for Section 37 of the Planning Act to be used in conjunction             
with the DPS, as long as Official Plan policies and respective DPS            
policies explicitly detail what a municipality may require. 

c) Entitles municipalities to particular information in DPS applications        
as long  as this information is specified  in the respective  Official Plan. 

d) Allows municipalities to regulate external building designs, as long         
as those regulations are included in Official Plan policies and the           
policies within  the applicable  Development  Permit By-law.  

e) Requires the approval authority to make a decision on DPS          
applications within 45 days of the application submission, and an          
applicant may appeal a decision no more than 20 days after it is             
rendered. 

f) Non-applicants  may not make appeals  on decisions.  
(Development  Permits, O Reg 608/06) 
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3.7 Development Permit Systems and Official Plans 
O. Reg 608/06 controls how a municipality must make changes to its Official             

Plan if it intends on establishing a Development Permit System within its boundaries.             

Specifically, Section 3 of the Regulation sets out these parameters. It requires that             

municipalities establish defined areas in which particular DPS apply to, so that one             16

defined DPS area is only affected by the DPS provisions which apply to it. No DPS                

can apply to an area that is not included within its applicable boundary, and these               

areas must be defined within the DPS by-law. Official Plans must explain if and how               

council will delegate any authorities granted by the DPS By-law to committees or             

staff. If a municipality proposes any DPS areas within a DPS by-law, it must include               17

the objectives and policies for any particular DPS area in its Official Plan, as well as                

determine the uses of land and types of developments permitted. The land uses             18

and permitted types of development must conform with the objectives and policies            

indicated by the Official Plan, which may also determine what materials are            

necessary to be submitted along with a development permit application in a DPS             

area. Official Plans may also dictate if and how additional density or height may be               

granted  to developments  in exchange for specified  benefits to the municipality.  19

3.8 Development Permit Systems and Zoning By-laws 
O. Reg 608/06 does not include any specific provisions or requirements           

related to Zoning By-laws, other than that the provisions within section 34 of the              

Planning Act apply up to the point until Development Permit Regulation overrides            

16  O Reg 246/01, s.3(1)(a) 
17  O Reg 246/01, s.3(1)(b) 
18  O Reg 246/01, s.3(1)(c) 
19  O Reg 246/01, s.4 & O Reg 246/01, s.5 
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specificities contained within section 34. Section 34 of the Planning Act contains            20

provisions of zoning by-laws, and provisions therein can be applied in tandem with             

provisions included in DPS by-laws: “For example, the DPS can be used to take              

advantage of the changes made to site plan powers that provide, subject to meeting              

certain requirements, new authority to municipalities to promote development that is           

attractive, well-integrated and environmentally  sustainable…”  (MMAH, 2008).  

  

20  O Reg 246/01, s.4(1) 
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4. ANALYSIS: TOWN OF GANANOQUE 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT SYSTEM 

4.1 Town of Gananoque Overview 
The Town of Gananoque is beyond the regulatory boundary of the Growth            

Plan. However, there are important similarities and differences between DPS that           

are located within the Growth Plan, and with the Gananoque DPS. For the sake of               

this comparison, Growth Plan intensification objectives will be considered to          

determine if and how those objectives are better-suited to be applied through a DPS              

compared to the Gananoque Official Plan policies, and vice versa. Chiefly, the main             

question to be set up and discussed here is, “what benefits and drawbacks do DPS               

provide, and in what circumstances are the benefits most realized and the            

drawbacks  minimized?” 

The Town of Gananoque is located in the Leeds and Grenville United            

Counties of Ontario, situated on the northern shoreline of the Saint Lawrence river,             

east of Kingston Ontario by about 25 kilometres (See Appendix K for location map).              21

From 2011 census data, its population is 5194, and in 2006 it was 5289 (Statistics               

Canada, 2011). The town is known for its close proximity to the Thousand Islands              

and amenities like fishing, theatre, and historical buildings. Currently, the only           22

planning policies that relate to the Town of Gananoque are the Provincial Policy             

Statement 2014, The Town of Gananoque Official Plan, the Town of Gananoque            

Community Improvement Plan, and the Town of Gananoque Development Permit          

System. 

21  Google Maps, 2017 
22  In Gananoque, 2010 
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4.2 The Official Plan 
The Town of Gananoque’s current regulatory framework is simple and          

straightforward as it only includes an Official Plan, a Community Improvement Plan            

(CIP), and the DPS. Although the town is located with the United Counties of Leeds              

and Grenville, it is not included within the administration of the county, and so the               

United Counties of Leeds and Grenville Official Plan does not include any provisions             

that pertain to it. Therefore, the only municipal-level policies that pertain to it are its               

own.  

The Gananoque Official Plan divides the town into six land uses areas:            

Residential; General Commercial; Highway Commercial; Lowertown; Employment       

Lands; and Open Space (See Appendix F for the Town of Gananoque Official Plan              

Land Use Map). The Official Plan is meant to provide the highest level of land uses                

for the town for twenty years from the time it was completed in 2008, and its vision of                  

change within that twenty years is “...to preserve and enhance the Town’s unique             

“small town” heritage, preserve our historic and environmental character, and          

provide a high quality of life through a sustainable development pattern” (Town of             

Gananoque, 2008). Some of the guiding principles that are derived from the vision             

statement include the improvement of the Lowertown area, revitalizing the downtown           

area while respecting architectural heritage, increasing employment opportunities,        

the protection of the natural environment, and the improving quality of residential            

areas with “appropriate housing types, densities, and transitions from adjoining land           

uses” (Town of Gananoque,  2008).  
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The Official Plan makes it clear that its general intent is to direct development              

within the town’s settlement area, and that it should also be directed in             

already-developed areas by means of intensification. Lastly, increases in density and           

intensity will be modest by way of redevelopment when it does not result in negative               

impacts on heritage or on the existing character of neighbourhoods (Town of            

Gananoque, 2008). It is clear that Gananoque considers the existing character of its             

neighbourhoods as one of its most valuable assets, and aims to increase the quality              

that it has already  established  as a gateway  to the 1000  Islands to the east.  

The land use policies are broken down into land use areas: Lowerton,            

Residential, Commercial, Employment, Rural and Open Spaces, and Environmental.        

  23

The Lowertown area is a heritage waterfront district, where all eight of the             

guiding principles directly apply to the area. It is the town’s desire to change this area                

into a regional destination, to be used for its natural heritage qualities,            

pedestrian-friendly urban design, existing businesses and street-related retail uses,         

and water-related recreation, among other features. Generally, the Lowertown area          

policies enforce its specific objectives by preventing development in natural heritage           

areas that are to be protected, enhancing vegetated areas, and including specific            

setback and protection measures so that impacts to natural features are minimized.            

Site plan control applies to all development in the area, along with the Lowertown              

Urban Design Guideline (UDG), and the following land uses are permitted within this             

area: 

- Low Medium  and High density residential 
- Tourism commercial  uses 

23  Town of Gananoque, 2008 
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- Service commercial  uses 
- Arts and cultural uses 
- Office commercial uses 
- Home based  employment  

(Town of Gananoque,  2008) 
 

The Official Plan specifically explains that no high density residential uses will be             

near low residential uses in this area, and that the DPS will delineate land uses               

based  on architectural  form and compatibility.   24

Residential areas in the Gananoque Official Plan are described as being a            

diverse range of “…heritage homes in the Lowertown district, to apartment dwellings            

in multi storey buildings, to single dwelling subdivisions, to mixed use buildings with             

local commercial, schools and residential uses” (Town of Gananoque, 2008). The           

intent in residential areas is twofold: to preserve existing residential neighbourhoods           

and to intensify for new residential stock (See Appendix H for residential Policy Area              

Map). However, it is important at this point to point out that while the Gananoque               

Official Plan allows for intensification, it does not prescribe it. It does not include              

within it any type of intensification targets or areas. It uses the term intensification              

loosely to describe infill development, redevelopment, efficient uses of land, and the            

development of brownfield sites. The residential policy objectives, in general, speak           25

to providing more housing at varying densities, ensuring that the volume of            

residential needs are met, and ensuring that any intensification that does occur is             

complementary to abutting land uses, built forms, and design within residential           

areas. Therefore, this policy area seeks to intensify and create more complete            26

communities, while still maintaining neighbourhood characters to a degree. This          

24  Town of Gananoque, 2008 
25  Town of Gananoque, 2008 
26  Town of Gananoque, 2008 
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policy section prescribes a housing density target of twelve units per gross hectare 

by way of low to high density housing, with higher densities preferred to be located 

closest to neighbourhood  amenities  (Town of Gananoque,  2008).  

Lastly, the Town of Gananoque Official Plan includes policies on Commercial 

Areas, of which there are two types: General Commercial and Highway Commercial 

(See Appendix I for Official Plan Commercial Policy Area Map). It is important to 

point out that the General Commercial Policy Area is located in a central area of 

Gananoque, surrounded mostly by residential areas. The permitted uses include 

small-scale commercial uses and community services, and a brief mention of mixed 

use commercial with residential uses above or behind storefronts. However, there is 

no further mention of intensification of the residential part of the mixed uses, which is 

surprising considering this area seems to match the intensification objectives 

outlined in the Residential Policy area , even though this is an entirely different policy 

area. It would be fair to expect that the General Commercial Policy Area would be 

well-suited to accommodate intensification considering the Official Plan generally 

encourages higher density residential development to be situated in locations in 

close proximity to commercial designations. Again, the two policy areas are different, 

but the closest proximity of a residential use to a commercial use would be 

considered to be in the same area as mixed use development, and policy that 

explicitly directs intensification of mixed use would be expected. Even within the 

General Commercial Policies, there is no mention of mixed uses or residential 

intensification  (See Figure 2 below).  
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Figure 2: Town  of Gananoque Official Plan General Commercial  Policies (Town of Gananoque, 
2008) 

4.3 Community Improvement Plan: Downtown Revitalization 
and Brownfield  Development 

The Gananoque Community Improvement Plan (CIP) is another framework 

that is to be considered after the Official Plan, “...to provide an opportunity to develop 

and redevelop properties within the boundaries designated as a Community 

Improvement Project Area” (Town of Gananoque, 2012). The first area to which it 

applies is roughly the same area as the Gananoque Official Plan General 

Commercial Area, but includes some more lands to the south along King Street East 

(See Appendix J for CIP area map). The other areas are brownfield sites that are 

scattered throughout the town, mainly along the western and northern boundaries. 

Though the CIP does not contain any regulations or policies that new developments 

must meet, it instead provides financial incentives to developments to meet its 

guidelines. It generally aims to make the CIP areas cleaner and more attractive with 

more employment and mixed uses. However, intensification or increases in density 
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are not included within the CIP objectives, as it primarily attempts to increase the              

aesthetic quality of pre-existing buildings in Area A, and to remediate and rehabilitate             

brownfield properties located in Area B. The greater purpose of the CIP is to make               

the lands in Area A more attractive for residents to either live, work, or spend time in.                 

For the lands in Area B, the purpose is to make them useable and increase the                

available land for development within the town without needing to expand the            

built-up  boundary.  

Although Official Plan policies take primacy over CIP policies, CIP policies are            

identified and included within the Official Plan so that they may be enforced through              

certain Planning Act applications. Some of the Town of Gananoque’s specific CIP            

goals  and objectives,  specifically  that could apply to DPS, are as follow: 

i. To revitalize, intensify and strengthen residential,       
commercial, cultural and employment opportunities; 
iv. to enhance and reinforce linkages between the        
areas and the waterfront open  space system; 
x. To facilitate the remediation, rehabilitation and/or       
redevelopment  of existing Brownfield sites; 
xvii. To encourage infilling and redevelopment of vacant        
or underutilized land as with Brownfield  sites 
(Town of Gananoque,  2012) 
 

CIP goals and objectives are typically broad in order to allow for flexibility in the               

resulting policies that apply to specific areas, as indicated above from the Town of              

Gananoque CIP. However, policies in the CIP give direction on what incentives are             

available for specific types of projects in certain areas identified within the CIP. Clear              

explanations of the purpose, eligibility, timing, and terms of these incentives are            

indicated. Thus, the purpose of the CIP is to provide ways to achieve its goals and                

objectives, and although those goals and objectives are quite broad, they would be             

improved  upon by more specific land use policies  contained  within  the Official Plan. 
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4.4 The Development Permit System 
The Town of Gananoque brought its Development Permit By-law into          

force-and-effect in October 2010, and was approved at the Ontario Municipal Board            

in November 2010. The Gananoque Development Permit System completely         

replaces the need to make applications for minor variances, site plan approvals, and             

zoning by-law amendments for lands that fall within the DPS area because of the              

way it prescribes specific types and scales of development, and then accommodates            

variations within a certain range depending on the context of development property.            

Because the entire town is within the DPS area, the DPS replaced the former Zoning               

By-law completely  (See Appendix E or graphic below  for the DPS area).  

Figure 3: Town of Gananoque  Development  Permit By-law Schedule  A. Stantec Consulting Ltd. (2010)).

As such, the Town of Gananoque  does not currently have a Zoning  By-law. 
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The DPS by-law  includes fifteen sections: 

1) Explanatory Note and Intent 
2) Administration 
3) General Provisions 
4) Lowertown Mixed Use  
5) Development Permit Area Designations 
6) Commercial Traditional Core 
7) Progressive Commercial  District 
8) Gateway Commercial 
9) Employment District 
10)  Rural 
11) Open Space 
12) Environmental Constraints 
13) Waterfront Overlay 
14) Entrance Overlay 
15) Definitions  
(Town of Gananoque,  2010) 
 

The DPS begins  with its explanatory  note and general  intent as it applies to all areas 

designated within  it. It explains its main intention  is,  

To preserve and enhance the Town’s      
unique “small town” heritage, preserve our      
historic and environmental character, and     
provide a high quality of life through a        
sustainable development  pattern. 
(Town of Gananoque,  2010) 
 

This is especially important and helpful, only because any provision set out in the              

DPS, and any development application made to it now has a standard to apply itself               

to, to determine if it meets the intent of the DPS. Of course, this statement also helps                 

to show that if any development proposal can meet this standard, then it will meet               

the general intent and purpose of the Gananoque Official Plan, as it includes this              

intent within its list of objectives as discussed  above.  
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The DPS includes three different classes of development permits. The first           27

generally meets the DPS requirements with zero impact to adjacent properties, but            

still does not meet one or two provisions. The second class generally does not meet               

the provisions of the DPS, but impacts to adjacent properties can be mitigated or the               

use of the land is permitted. The third class of development permit does not meet the                

provisions of the DPS, but impacts can still be mitigated, or the proposal conforms to               

Official Plan policies, or the land use is still appropriate even though it does not               

conform to any policies. This is just an example of the details involved in the               28

process of the DPS, but the important aspect of this is that it allows for some                

interpretation, while still providing for a way to start an interpretation in the first place.               

The entirety of the DPS is laid out in this way, where it will provide a range of                  

allowances based on the judgment of the approval authority to decide on the merits              

of a development on a context-by-context basis. There are some instances where            

the DPS sets hard-and-fast regulations with no room for flexibility, but these            

requirements are generally performance standards like parking space areas and          

setback requirements. Even with these performance standards, however, the DPS          

does not include much restriction beyond  what seems absolutely  necessary.  

The DPS sets out five distinct areas that all have their own applicable set of               

provisions. The areas are Lowertown Mixed-Use, Lowertown Residential,        

Commercial Traditional Core, Employment District, and Rural. Each of the five area            

designation sections begins with an explicit statement on its intent, which is to allow              

for a range of uses designed in a specific way to achieve a particular result in how                 

27  Town of Gananoque, 2010 
28  Town of Gananoque, 2010 
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the area is used. They then list the permitted uses with pictures given as examples               29

for a kind of pictorial design guideline of the kinds of design aesthetics that would be                

expected in the area. Discretionary uses are also given in each of the sections,              

which are defined as permitted uses that are “...subject to a municipal review to              

confirm that the use is both desirable and appropriate in the proposed location on the               

basis of the physical and functional design of the structure(s) and use(s) and subject              

to the provisions of the applicable Area Designation” (Town of Gananoque, 2010). In             

some cases, design criteria are given for specific uses, and in most cases further              

provisions are indicated for requirements like setbacks, parking spaces, or special           

exceptions. Any lands that are not included within one of the five DPS areas are               

covered  under the general  provisions.  

The Town of Gananoque DPS is reasonably open-ended, in that it leaves            

room for variation between uses and built forms depending on neighbourhood           

context and allowances within its provisions. Perhaps the most dynamic part of the             

by-law is the class system, of the three classes of development permit application             

types within a DPS area, because it provides a framework and method of             

determining if and by how much a development proposal fits within the context of the               

DPS area. Though there are other indications of this in the DPS, the class system               

shows that the DPS focuses on the proposal within the context of adjacent lands and               

neighbourhood instead of how well it conforms to the provisions set out in it like a                

performance-based  Euclidean  zoning  by-law  typically  does.  

  

29  Town of Gananoque, 2010 
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5. GANANOQUE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
SYSTEM & ONTARIO GROWTH PLAN

5.1 Benefits and Difficulties of Development Permit Systems in 
General 

In order to properly compare how well the function of DPS achieves            

Gananoque residential intensification objectives to Growth Plan-based residential        

intensification objectives, it is first necessary to establish a standard by which to             

compare the two. An appropriate standard for this comparison is the identification of             

benefits of DPS in general, and these observations can then be compared to             

different residential intensification objectives. From this standard, policy objectives         

will then be compared to the benefits to determine if they are inherently achieved by               

the beneficial functions of DPS (and not by the provisions included in DPS). To be 

clear, the benefits of DPS will be identified as products of the function of DPS without 

taking any possible provisions into account. The purpose of this is to determine if the 

functional framework of DPS passively helps to achieve policy objectives beyond the 

explicit provisions included  within DPS itself.  

Table 1: Advantages  of the DPS 

Advantage Explanation Related Only to Intensification? 

Regulatory 
Transparency  30

DPS by-laws are explicit in what should       
be and should not be approved.      31

Because DPS include ranges on     
allowable variations from the provisions,     
and criteria for when variations should be       
approved, the DPS becomes more     
transparent. This advantage addresses    32

No 
Whether or not a DPS area is also an         
intensification policy area, the benefit of      
regulatory transparency  still exists.  

30  Nethery, 2011; Wood, 2014; Wilson, 2014; City of Toronto, 2014 
31  Nethery, 2011; Wilson, 2014 
32  Wood, 2014 
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some common criticisms of zoning in      
Ontario, as “Having specific standards     
leaves less room for ad hoc interpretation       
of generally generic policies,” (Nethery,     
2011). Stakeholders have a better sense      
of what kinds of developments should be       
approved  under the DPS.  

Advantage Explanation Related Only to Intensification? 

Quick Approvals
 33

As discussed, Development Permits, O     
Reg 608/06 requires that a decision is       
made on applications made under the      
DPS within 45 days of its submission.       34

Relative to zoning by-law amendment     
applications, minor variances applications,    
and Official Plan applications, this process      
is quicker.  35

No. 
Whether or not a DPS area is also an         
intensification policy area, the benefits     
of a quick approval does not necessarily       
and only apply to intensification areas.      
There is no necessary relationship     
between quickness of development and     
intensification, especially because the    
purpose of intensification is to direct      
development within a built-up area     
within the timeframe of when     
development occurs. 

Streamlining  the 
Development 
Approvals 
Process  36

Without a DPS established for an area,       
development must be approved through     
Official Plan amendments, Zoning by-law     
amendments, and minor variances,    
depending on if and when each of those        
three processes applies to the proposal.      37

Because DPS incorporate Official Plan     
polices right into their own policy, no       38

Development Permit applications will    
necessitate an Official Plan. Also, DPS      
replaces Zoning By-laws for its applicable      
area.  

No. 
Whether or not a DPS area is also an         
intensification area, the benefit of     
streamlining still applies. Streamlining to     
the development approvals process    
benefits various stakeholders   
associated with a development permit,     
because it allows the process to be       
better understood by stakeholders. It     39

also allows for better understanding of      
what policies apply to a DPS area,       
considering a DPS should incorporate     
Official Plan objectives  and policies.  

Flexibility  40 Even if a development proposal does 
conform exactly to the provisions  set out 
in a DPS, the DPS “Allows  as-of-right 
approvals  where the development 

No. 
Whether or not a DPS is also an        
intensification area, the benefit of     
flexibility still applies. Flexibility allows     

33  Nethery, 2011 
34  Development Permits, O Reg 608/06 
35  Nethery, 2011 
36  Nethery, 2011; Wood, 2014; Wilson, 2014; City of Toronto, 2014 
37  Wood, 2014; Nethery, 2011; City of Toronto, 2014 
38  Wood, 2014 
39  Wilson, 2014 
40  Nethery, 2011; Wood, 2014; City of Toronto, 2014 
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proposed  varies” (Nethery, 2011). DPS 
include some provisions  to allow for 
ranges  of variation  from requirements. 
This includes discretionary uses and 
“...variation from development  standards, 
within specified  limit” (Wood, 2014).  

for a range in variation of land uses and         
built forms for the DPS. While this will        
benefit intensification areas to be able      
to achieve larger built forms and      
discretionary uses that are compatible     
with and beneficial to their community      
context, this benefit still applies to      
non-intensification areas.  
Non-intensification areas may benefit    
from this flexibility as well, considering      
that variations to performance    
standards and discretionary uses do not      
mean that lands will automatically be      
granted this variance; it means that      
within the proper context of an existing       
area, these variations may be     
compatible. 

Advantage Explanation Related Only to Intensification? 

Limitation  of 
OMB Appeal 
Rights  41

When a development permit application is      
made under a DPS, only the applicant has        
the right to make an appeal to the Ontario         
Municipal Board. Appeals may be made      42

when a decision is not made within 45        
days from the date of submission, and       
when an applicant disagrees with a      
decision. The benefit of this is that       
appeals cannot be made by the public on        
approved development permit   
applications, as these applications will     
have then be deemed to be in accordance        
with the DPS and Official Plan, and so        
they will meet community planning     
objectives.  

No. 
Whether or not a DPS area is within  an 
intensification area, the benefit of the 
limitation  of appeal rights still applies. 
This benefit mostly affects timing for 
when a development can reach the end 
of the approval  process.  

 
These five benefits of DPS apply equally to intensification areas and           

non-intensification areas. However, the one benefit of flexibility may potentially prove           

to be more effective with intensification target areas; if an area is determined as such               

by an Official Plan, then the DPS allows for variation to its provisions. However,              

41  Nethery, 2011; Wood, 2014; Wilson, 2014; MMAH 2008 
42  MMAH, 2008 
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variation to provisions should not be relied on when addressing intensification 

targets, because variations are just that - they are unplanned for and contextual 

variances to the as-of-right permissions. Therefore, in order to meet intensification 

targets, a DPS should allow for the desireable intensity without the necessity of 

variation  to its provisions.  

Now that the benefits of DPS have been established, they will be used to 

determine if they can help to achieve policy objectives. However, disadvantages of 

DPS need to be determined as well, as they could potentially limit the benefits of 

DPS and make policy objectives more difficult to achieve. There is not much 

literature on the drawbacks of DPS,43 and the comments that do exist are limited in 

their explanation.  See Figure 3 below for DPS disadvantages.  

Table 2: Disadvantages  of the DPS 
Disadvantage Explanation Related Only to Intensification? 

Limitation  of OMB 
Appeal Rights  44

“The removal of public rights of      
consultation and appeal may    
incline decisions in favor of     
applicants. Moreover, residents   
and other 3rd parties may want      
to be consulted about or to      
appeal decisions on   
applications.” (Wood, 2014)   
Also,  

No. 
This quality should not affect     
achievability of intensification   
objectives and targets. If they are      
set out by policy, and the approval       
authority of DPS are making     
decisions based on the applicable     
policies set out, then this should not       
negatively affect the ability to     
achieve intensification, nor should it     
make it easier. This concern was      
raised in regard to ensuring that      
community residents are able to     
appeal a decision that they do not       
feel is in their best interests.  45

Change  in Approvals 
Process Requires 

Not only do DPS require an      
operational cultural change   

No.  
Whether or not there is a “learning       

43  Nethery, 2011 
44  Nethery, 2011; Wilson, 2014; Wood, 2014 
45  Wilson, 2014; Nethery, 2011 
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Stakeholders  to 
Learn  How it Works  46

within planning departments’   
traditionally conservative nature,  

but they also require staff,      47

community members, and   
elected representatives to learn    
the new process. This may     48

take some time considering    
stakeholders may be used to     
prior development  processes.  

curve” to learn the new processes      
involved with DPS, this should not      
have an affect how well DPS can       
achieve intensification objectives.   
There may be a risk in that if staff do          
not properly learn the DPS process,     

then they will not be able to        49

properly apply relevant policies and     
objectives to it, but this     
consideration should not be    
assumed when staff are required to      
properly learn and implement new     
policy and process. This concern is      
brought up in regard to community      
needs  and desires.  50

Costs to the 
Municipality  May be 
Higher  Than 
Alternatives  51

“DPS studies are highly    
resource-intensive, on order of a     
Heritage 
Conservation District  
Study—which for a   
neighbourhood-scale 
area may cost roughly $1     
million” (Wilson, 2014). Although    
the above quote is    
unsubstantiated, it has been    
met with similar analyses that     
find the costs of establishing     
DPS more expensive than    
typical zoning by-laws.  52

No.  
Whether or not DPS are more      
expensive to implement than other     
methods of land use controls, this      
should not affect how well they      
achieve intensification objectives.   
No matter how expensive it may be       
to implement a DPS by-law, this      
should not affect the objectives and      
provisions. These should be based     
on the policies laid out in the Official        
Plan. This concern was brought up      
in the context of financial burden to       
a municipality.  53

DPS Allows for 
Delegation  of 
Approvals to Staff or 
Committees  54

Not only are councils generally     
reluctant to delegate approval    
authority to staff, but some     55

also have concern that elected     
officials may not be making     
choices for their constituents.    56

Instead, staff may be making     

No. 
Whether or not council or staff make       
decisions on the merits of     
development permit applications,   
this should not affect achievability of      
intensification objectives. The DPS    
by-law and its provisions are what      

46  Nethery, 2011 
47  Nethery, 2011 
48  Nethery, 2011; Wilson, 2014 
49  Nethery, 2011 
50  Wilson, 2014; Nethery, 2011 
51  Nethery, 2011 
52  Nethery, 2011 
53  Wilson, 2014 
54  Wood, 2014 
55  Nethery, 2011 
56  Wilson, 2014 
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decisions if given delegated    
approval  authority. 

affects ability to reach intensification     
goals, and as along as the DPS       
by-law and its provisions are being      
followed properly, it will not matter      
who makes the decision. The main      
concern brought up by this is that       
community concerns are being    
addressed.  57

 
These benefits and difficulties provide a good standard to apply to intensification and             

Official Plan policies  to determine  how well  DPS can achieve  certain objectives.  

5.2 A Brief Overview of Growth Plan Objectives and         
Intensification Policies 

On July 16th, 2006, the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe came             

into force and effect when the Province of Ontario approved the plan in an effort to                

decrease the rate of development into non-urbanized areas of lands in the Greater             

Greater Golden Horseshoe  (GGH) (See Appendix  A or graphic  below).  58

57  Wilson, 2014; Nethery, 2011 
58  Neptis Foundation, 2015 
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Figure 4: Upper- and Single-Tier  Municipalities in  the Greater Golden  Horseshoe (MMAH, 2015)

By slowing the development of the outer non-urbanized areas of the GGH, the 

Growth Plan seeks to limit what is commonly referred to as urban sprawl, “which 

contributes to traffic congestion, hinders the introduction of transit, adds to 

infrastructure costs, and degrades the natural environment” (Neptis Foundation, 

2013). Alternatively, the Growth Plan directs a large portion of development to areas 

that are currently built-up, making current uses of land with in-place services and 

infrastructure (see Appendix  B or graphic  below).  
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Figure 5: General Land Designations  in  the Greater Golden  Horseshoe (MMAH, 2015)

The Growth Plan also offers direction for new greenfield development to be compact 

and efficient, so that land may be used at a lower rate than would be needed 

otherwise,  and transit can better service these new areas.59 

The work to develop the Growth Plan was initialized by unexpected population 

growth rates in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA), which caused 

severe traffic congestion and environmental impacts affecting suburban residents’ 

quality of life.60 As these conditions grew worse for suburban residents, and 

populations in these areas continued to grow, political support for environmental 

protection and quality of life also increased as residents became more aware of the 

59  Growth Plan, Section  2.1 
60  See Eidelman  (2010), especially  The  Politics  of  Sprawl  in  Ontario for an insightful discussion  on 
how the 2003  provincial  election  made “sprawl”  a mainstream  policy  issue  
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effects of sprawling development. The Growth Plan explains that the main issue is 

that the Greater Golden Horseshoe is one of the fastest growing areas in North 

America, and without proper planning policies in place to direct that growth, then 

“communities will continue to experience the negative aspects associated with rapid 

growth, such as increased traffic congestion, deteriorating air and water quality, and 

the disappearance of agricultural lands and natural resources” (MMAH, 2013). The 

policies it includes are intended to curb these effects as much as possible, as shown 

in the Growth Plan policy directions in Figure 6 below. 

According to the Growth Plan Managing Growth 2.2.2 policies, new growth 

and development should mainly occur within built-up areas through 

intensification.61 

61 Growth Plan, Section 2.2.2 
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Figure 6: Growth Plan Policy Directions (MMAH, 2013)



Intensification is defined as four different types of development: redevelopment of an 

existing built area or brownfield; the development of underutilized lots within built-up 

areas; urban infill; and the expansion of existing buildings. Further, intensification is 

generally regarded as development in an area at a higher density than what currently 

exists.62 Within built-up areas, municipalities or the Minister of Infrastructure identify 

intensification areas in their respective official plans and supporting policies to 

accommodate this intensification and meet intensification target(s). Intensification 

areas are meant to accommodate the majority of intensification, which should be 

made up of “... urban growth centres, intensification corridors, major transit station 

areas, and other major  opportunities...”  (MMAH, 2013).  

Furthermore, municipalities are required to define Settlement Area 

Boundaries in their Official Plans,63 which is where the majority of development 

should occur with a mix of land uses. Settlement Area Boundaries include built-up 

areas and rural settlement areas, and Figure 7 shows this relationship between 

settlement areas, built-up areas, and intensification areas. As mentioned, 

intensification areas are only located within built-up areas, but built-up areas are not 

entirely intensification areas themselves. Municipalities or the Minister of 

Infrastructure define intensification areas depending on whether they can 

accommodate further development with pre-existing services, infrastructure, and 

density.  

62  Growth Plan, Section  7 
63  MMAH, 2013 
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Figure 7: Growth Plan and Land Use Terminology (MMAH, 2013) 

From the point when a municipality has defined intensification areas within a            

built-up area, intensification targets are determined based on population growth          

forecasts as shown in Figure 6. Upper and single-tier Municipalities are required to             

establish intensification targets so that a minimum of forty percent of the increase in              

population forecasted in Figure 6 is located within built-up areas. Through their            

Official Plan policies, municipalities must also identify urban growth centres,          

intensification corridors, and major transit stations to achieve higher densities than           

other areas within built-up areas. Municipal Official Plans must account for density            64

and built form requirements that pertain especially to these intensification areas, and            

included in these particular Official Plan policies are the identification of scale of             

64  MMAH, 2013 
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developments, the mix of land uses, and appropriate transitions of built form to             

adjacent areas of lesser density.  

Table 3:  Population  and  Employment  Distribution and  Forecasts  for  GGH ( Hemson 
Consulting Ltd. (2013) 

5.3 Comparison of Growth Plan Intensification Policies and 
Gananoque Official Plan Policies, to Benefits and Drawbacks of 
DPS 

The respective residential intensification and density objectives of the         

Gananoque Official Plan and the Growth Plan must be compared to the above DPS              

benefits and drawbacks to determine if either of the two sets of objectives are              

more-suited  to be fulfilled  by DPS. 
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Table 4: Growth Plan Residential-related  Intensification  Objectives Compared  to DPS 
Characteristics 

Growth Plan Intensification 
Objectives 

DPS Benefit Applicable? DPS Difficulty Applicable? 

2.2.2(1)(a) “...directing  a 
significant portion of new growth 
to the built-up  areas  of the 
community through 
intensification” (MMAH, 2013) 

None. 
Although there are DPS benefits that      
will help to achieve more growth in       
intensification areas, there are none     
that can help to decide where to       
allocate it. 

None. 
There are no DPS    
drawbacks that should be    
able to affect where    
intensification is allocated. 

2.2.2(1)(b) “...focusing 
intensification  in intensification 
areas,”  (MMAH, 2013) 

None. 
Policy objectives for where    
intensification should go will not be      
uniquely helped by the benefits of      
the DPS. Other traditional types of      
zoning schemes could do this in the       
same way.  

None. 
There are no DPS    
drawbacks that should be    
able to affect where    
intensification is allocated. 

2.2.2(1)(d) “...reducing  
dependence on the automobile    
through the development of    
mixed-use, transit-supportive ,  
pedestrian-friendly urban  
environments”  (MMAH, 2013) 

None. 
Although the permitted uses and     
provisions can help to achieve this      
objective, there are no benefits of      
DPS that can help to decide on what        
these uses and provisions should     
be.  

None. 
There are no DPS    
drawbacks that should be    
able to affect where    
intensification is allocated. 

2.2.3(1) “By the year 2015 and      
for each year thereafter, a     
minimum of 40 per cent of all       
residential development  
occurring annually within each    
upper- and single-tier   
municipality will be within the     
built-up  area .” (MMAH, 2013) 

None. 
Although the permitted uses and     
provisions can help to achieve this      
objective, there are no benefits of      
DPS that can help to decide on what        
these uses and provisions should     
be.  

None. 
There are no DPS    
drawbacks that should be    
able to affect where    
intensification is allocated. 

2.2.3(6) “All municipalities will    
develop and implement through    
their official plans and other     
supporting documents, a   
strategy and policies to phase in      
and achieve intensification and    
the intensification target.”   
(MMAH, 2013) 

None. 
Although the permitted uses and     
provisions can help to achieve this      
objective, there are no benefits of      
DPS that can help to decide on what        
Official Plan policies  should  be.  

None. 
There are no DPS    
drawbacks that should be    
able to affect where    
intensification is allocated. 

2.2.3(6)(b) “...encourage  None. None. 
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intensification generally  
throughout the built-up area”    
(MMAH, 2013) 

Although there are DPS benefits that      
will help to achieve more growth in       
intensification areas, there are none     
that can help to decide where to       
allocate it. 

There are no DPS    
drawbacks that should be    
able to affect where    
intensification is allocated. 

2.2.3(6)(c-j) Generally,  
intensification target areas and    
urban growth corridors, should    
be identified; appropriate scale    
of development for   
intensification areas should be    
determined; establish minimum   
density targets for intensification    
corridors.  65

None. 
Although there are DPS benefits that      
will help to achieve more growth,      
reach intensification targets, and    
develop at appropriate scales in     
intensification areas, there are none     
that can help to decide where to       
allocate it. 

None. 
There are no DPS    
drawbacks that should be    
able to affect where    
intensification is allocated. 

2.2.3(7) Generally,  
intensification areas should   
“attract significant population ...    
growth,” (MMAH, 2013) achieve    
the highest densities in    
built-areas, and transition to    
lesser dense  areas.   66

Flexibility  (may or may not be 
applicable). 
This benefit does not apply to any of        
the aforementioned objectives,   
except maybe for the transitioning of      
density between dense and less     
dense areas. This benefit may apply      
because of the as-of-right variations     
that may be built into DPS.      
However, these variations are not     
definite like provisions are in zoning      
by-laws. Therefore, the transitions    
that the Growth Plan speaks of can       
only be definite if the transitions are       
somehow explicitly considered by    
the DPS. This then brings up      
another issue, and that is whether      
transitions between densities should    
be relied on by variations (with the       
hope that the appropriate variations     
to provisions will be applied for). If       
not, then variations should be built      
into DPS by way of directly limiting       
built forms and uses, which does not       
take advantage of the DPS unique      
qualities.  

None. 
There are no DPS    
drawbacks that should be    
able to affect where    
intensification is allocated. 

Table 5: Gananoque Official Plan Residential Intensification Policies Compared to 
DPS Benefits and  Difficulties 

65  MMAH, 2013 
66  MMAH, 2013 
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Gananoque  Official Plan 
Objective 

DPS Benefit Applicable? DPS Difficulty Applicable? 

3.1.1(1) “Protect and   
enhance existing residential   
uses in a mixed use setting“      
(Town of Gananoque,  2008) 

None. 
Although there are DPS benefits that will       
help to protect and enhance existing      
residential uses in mixed-use settings, it      
is up to staff and council to first establish         
permitted (and discretionary) uses and     
the necessary variations to performance     
standards that will allow the DPS to       
achieve this objective. The form of the       
DPS cannot do this itself; it is the        
as-of-right content of the DPS that will       
allow for this benefits. Therefore, DPS      
do not inherently achieve this objective.      
If anything, the benefit of flexibility will       
help this Official Plan objective as long       
as the necessary provisions are in place       
before this benefit can apply.  

None. 
Whether or not a DPS     
includes the permitted and    
discretionary uses with   
associated performance  
standards to achieve this    
objective, none of the DPS     
difficulties should influence   
the implementation of   
those objectives.  

3.1.1(2) “Encourage new   
medium and high density    
residential uses in a mixed     
use setting” (Town of    
Gananoque, 2008) 

None. 
There are no DPS benefits that will help        
to encourage types of densities. This      
objective must be achieved by the      
decisions of staff and council when      
deciding to implement Official Plan     
policies into the permitted and     
discretionary uses, and provisions of the      
DPS. Again, this is a matter of whether        
the appropriate content is included into      
the DPS, rather than how the DPS       
functions.  

None. 
Whether or not a DPS     
includes the permitted and    
discretionary uses with   
associated performance  
standards to achieve this    
objective, none of the DPS     
difficulties should influence   
the implementation of   
those objectives. 

3.1.1(4) “Encourage the   
rehabilitation and or   
conversion of vacant   
industrial buildings “ (Town    
of Gananoque, 2008) 

Flexibility. 
Considering this objective applies to     
lands that are designated mixed-use,     
which allow for both commercial and      
residential uses, the function of the DPS       
inherently benefits this objective by     
allowing for flexibility in whatever     
permitted uses are included in its      
content. The main difference between     
this objective and other objectives where      
DPS benefits do not apply, is that this        
objective applies the benefits of the DPS       
to the permitted uses included within the       
mixed-use  area. 

None. 
Whether or not DPS    
provisions allows for the    
rehabilitation or conversion   
of vacant industrial   
buildings, none of the DPS     
difficulties should influence   
the implementation of this    
objectives. 
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3.2.1(1) “Promote and   
support development which   
provides for affordable,   
freehold and\or rental   
housing with a full range of      
density types” (Town of    
Gananoque, 2008) 

None. 
There are no DPS benefits that will help        
to encourage these types of housing.      
This objective must be achieved by the       
decisions of staff and council when      
deciding to implement Official Plan     
policies into the permitted and     
discretionary uses, and provisions of the      
DPS. This is a matter of whether the        
appropriate content is included into the      
DPS, rather than how the DPS      
functions.  

None. 
Whether or not DPS    
provisions allows for the    
promotion and support of    
such development, none of    
the DPS difficulties should    
influence the  
implementation of this   
objectives. 

3.2.1(2) “Designate a   
sufficient supply of land to     
meet the Town’s residential    
requirements” (Town of   
Gananoque, 2008) 

None. 
There are no DPS benefits that will help        
to encourage a sufficient supply of      
housing to meet residential    
requirements. This objective must be     
achieved by the decisions of staff and       
council when deciding to implement     
Official Plan policies into the permitted      
and discretionary uses, and provisions     
of the DPS. This is a matter of whether         
the appropriate content is included into      
the DPS, rather than how the DPS       
functions. 

None. 
Whether or not DPS    
provisions allows for the    
designation of a sufficient    
supply of lands to meet the      
Town’s requirements, none   
of the DPS difficulties    
should influence the   
implementation of this   
objectives. 

3.2.1(3) “Ensure that land    
use policies and zoning do     
not establish barriers to a     
more balanced supply of    
housing;” (Town of   
Gananoque, 2008) 

Flexibility .  
The benefit of flexibility inherently     
applies to this objective; the objective      
means to ensure that there are similar       
volumes of types of housing types      
available. As long as an area permits       
residential uses - that is, as long as staff         
and council ensure that the appropriate      
permissions are in place - then the       
functions of the DPS can work toward       
ensuring the there is a balanced supply       
of housing  types.  

None. 
Whether or not DPS    
provisions ensure that land    
use policies and zoning do     
not establish barriers to the     
supply of housing, none of     
the DPS difficulties should    
influence the  
implementation of this   
objectives. 

3.2.1(4) “Ensure that   
residential intensification,  
infilling and redevelopment   
within existing  
neighbourhoods is  
compatible with surrounding   
uses in terms of architectural 
design and density;” (Town    

Flexibility .  
The benefit of flexibility inherently     
applies to this objective. Again, as long       
as staff and council ensure that the       
appropriate permissions and standards    
are in place, the function of the DPS can         
be applied so that surrounding designs      
and densities are considered to     

None. 
Whether or not DPS    
provisions ensure that   
development is compatible   
with surrounding uses,   
none of the DPS difficulties     
should influence the   
implementation of this   
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of Gananoque, 2008) determine how appropriate a    
development proposal is. 

objectives. 

3.2.1(5) “Allow for the    
redevelopment of vacant   
buildings for residential   
purposes in a mixed use     
environment” (Town of   
Gananoque, 2008) 

None. 
There are no DPS benefits that will allow        
for the redevelopment of vacant     
buildings for residential purposes in     
mixed use environments. This objective     
must be achieved by the decisions of       
staff and council when deciding to      
implement Official Plan policies into the      
permitted and discretionary uses, and     
provisions of the DPS. This is a matter        
of whether the appropriate content is      
included into the DPS, rather than how       
the DPS functions. 

None. 
Whether or not DPS allows     
for the redevelopment of    
vacant buildings for   
residential uses, none of    
the DPS difficulties should    
influence the  
implementation of this   
objectives. 

3.2.1(6) “Encourage housing   
opportunities that are in    
proximity to work, shopping,    
and recreation to reduce the     
need to drive and encourage     
walking and cycling” (Town    
of Gananoque, 2008) 

None. 
There are no DPS benefits that will help        
to encourage a sufficient supply of      
housing to meet residential    
requirements. This objective must be     
achieved by the decisions of staff and       
council when deciding to implement     
Official Plan policies into the permitted      
and discretionary uses, and provisions     
of the DPS. This is a matter of whether         
the appropriate content is first included      
into the DPS, rather than how the DPS        
functions.  

None. 
Whether or not DPS allows     
such housing  
opportunities, none of the    
DPS difficulties should   
influence the  
implementation of this   
objectives. 

3.2.1(7) “Permit a range of     
activities in residential areas    
including home-based 
Businesses, local  
commercial, bed and   
breakfasts, Heritage Tourist   
Inn group homes, churches,    
schools, community facilities   
and open space.” (Town of     
Gananoque, 2008) 

None. 
There are no DPS benefits that will help        
to permit a range of activities in       
residential areas. This objective must be      
achieved by the decisions of staff and       
council when deciding to implement     
Official Plan policies into the permitted      
and discretionary uses, and provisions     
of the DPS. This is a matter of whether         
the appropriate content is first included      
into the DPS, rather than how the DPS        
functions.  

None. 
Whether or not DPS allows     
such activities, none of the     
DPS difficulties should   
influence the  
implementation of this   
objectives. 
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6. CONCLUSION    
 

Based on the above comparison of Gananoque Official Plan and Growth Plan            

objectives to the benefits and difficulties inherent in the function of DPS, it is              

apparent that DPS somewhat inherently achieve residential intensification policies,         

depending on whether the intensifications provisions are included within the DPS to            

begin with. Therefore, the beneficial effect of Flexibility is conditional - the function of              

DPS can inherently work to further intensification provisions that are already           

contained within it, but cannot provide the benefit without those provisions there in             

the first place.  

Of course, residential intensification policies are first achieved by way of the            

appropriate Official Plan objectives and policies, which is obvious even without this            

exercise. However, it is important to point out if Ontario municipalities are going to              

implement DPS to achieve certain desirable outcomes related to intensification, then           

in certain scenarios when the Flexibility benefit applies, those provisions will be            

furthered by DPS functionality. Intended DPS outcomes should be limited to the            

Official Plan policies that the DPS is meant to achieve, but it is useful to know that                 

the function of DPS is not completely passive, and that it can further the intention of                

the provisions  (content) it contains.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A - Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 
Area 

 
Upper- and Single-Tier Municipalities  in the Greater Golden  Horseshoe (MMAH,  2015)  
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Appendix B - Places to Grow Concept 

 
General  Land Designations  in the Greater Golden  Horseshoe (MMAH,  2015)  
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Appendix C - Development Permit Process From MMAH DPS 
Handbook 

 
Development Permit Bylaw Process  (MMAH,  2008) 
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Appendix D - Schedule 2 of O. Reg. 246/01: DEVELOPMENT 
PERMITS under Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.13 

 
O. Reg. 246/01: DEVELOPMENT PERMITS under Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.13 
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Appendix E - Town of Gananoque DPS Area 

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (2010). Town of Gananoque Development Permit By-law Schedule A. 
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Appendix F - Town of Gananoque Official Plan Land Use Map 

 
Stantec Consulting Ltd. (2009). Town of Gananoque Official Plan Land Use Map. 
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Appendix G - Development Permit By-law Schedule A 

 
Stantec Consulting Ltd. (2010). Town of Gananoque Development Permit Bylaw, Schedule A. 
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Appendix H - Town of Gananoque Official Plan Residential Policy Area 

 
Stantec Consulting Ltd. (2009). Town of Gananoque Official Plan Residential Policy Area Map. 
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Appendix I - Town of Gananoque Official Plan Commercial Policy Area 

 
Stantec Consulting Ltd. (2009). Town of Gananoque Official Plan Commercial Policy Area Map. 
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Appendix J - Town of Gananoque Community Improvement Plan Area 
Map 

 
Town of Gananoque (2012). Town of Gananoque Downtown CIP Area Map. 
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Appendix K - Location Map of Town of Gananoque 

 
Google Maps.  (2017). Town  of  Gananoque . Retrieved  from  https://goo.gl/maps/MUsDZFkeJA42 
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